EDUCATION KIT

BLINDSIDE offers students the opportunity to hear from an exhibiting artist,
our gallery manager, or a member of our Board of Directors. We love sharing
our ideas about the current exhibition, or more general topics pertaining to
Melbourne’s art scene, and there is always time for questions at the end!
We accept bookings from educational institutions for student groups.

FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS

Our programs can be customised

Topics we cover include:
a booking.

FOR TERTIARY STUDENTS
We provide information and advice

writing about art or volunteering.
We also offer information about Debut
new work by recent graduates.

BLINDSIDE is a not-for-profit artist run space fostering contemporary talent. Providing a
discursive platform for collaboration and experimentation between artist and community.

EDUCATION ENQUIRIES + BOOKINGS
T (61+3) 9650 0093 | E info@BLINDSIDE.org.au
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THE DIFFERENT ROLES OF GALLERIES
What type of gallery is BLINDSIDE?
BLINDSIDE is an artist-run-initiative (ARI).

Why are ARIs important?
KYLE JENKINS |
LIZ HENDERSON |

artwork accepted.

for experimentation and a space for artists to develop an

What kind of art does BLINDSIDE exhibit?

KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AN ARI, A COMMERCIAL GALLERY AND A PUBLIC GALLERY
Representation, relationships with artists, and the nature
of exhibitions

Funding

commission taken.

operations costs.

Collection of artwork

artist/curator/writer fees.
Public galleries are funded by taxpayers and allotted

purpose as an organisation.

you can email or call and make an appointment to view work

THE ROLE OF THE CURATOR
How does BLINDSIDE put together an exhibition program
and who chooses the exhibitions?

What is the role of the Curator?

PIP RYAN |
Stanton |

| mixed media |

Debut (a selection of work by recent
graduates) and Curtain Call
work in a new context).
PLAY

What is the role of the curator at BLINDSIDE?
BLINDSIDE Festival
focused on a curatorial framework and aims to connect art
multiple locations.

to present Vertigo
most cutting-edge contemporary artists. Vertigo toured to

In 2015 Synthetica

How are BLINDSIDE curated exhibitions organised?
including Screen Series (video) and Sound Series (audio).

2016. During its regional tour Synthetica is supported by a
Here in the Undergrowth
of new work by a local regional artist.

EXHIBITION PROPOSALS
How does an artist apply for an exhibition at BLINDSIDE?

images included must relate to your proposal in some way

BLINDSIDE calls for exhibition proposals from artists

artists and curators. Proposal forms are available from our

before the due date for proposals
BLINDSIDE.org.au

Our proposal form asks for written and visual material

What are the physical characteristics of BLINDSIDE?

space featuring a rotating display of new and experimental
BLINDSIDE.org.au/play

ARTWORK DISPLAY
What is BLINDSIDE’s approach to displaying artworks?

What kinds of decisions need to be made when an artist
is deciding to display their work?

budget for a sculpture.

anti-vandalism measures and public liability insurance.

MELISSA MATVEYEFF and LISA FRANKLAND | Installation view from
CATHERINE CLOVER | Vinyl text on windows | Installation view from
LOUISE PARAMOR |

| Installation at Federation

ARTWORK CONSERVATION

How does BLINDSIDE approach conservation of artwork?

so pressing.

What are some of the conservation considerations for the
safe handling and display of artwork?
TEMPERATURE

LIGHT AND LIGHTING

PROTECTING WORKS

How can contemporary art be conserved?

RON MUECK | In Bed, 2005 | mixed media | 161.9 x 649.9 x 395cm

displaying contemporary works. Interviewing living artists

In Bed

to contemporary art conservation as it equips conservators
transportion and storage.

needs of contemporary art.
blog.qag.qld.gov.au/touring-ron-muecks-in-bed-is-a-monumental-affair

ARTS WRITING, ARTISTS TALKS AND EXHIBITION PROMOTION
Writing about art

PORTION OF THE
SURFACE NEVER SEEN

intrigued with the relationship between two-dimensional
polyhedral nets and three-dimensional form. But, unlike
Dürer, I had the opportunity to then apply this relationship to
photography and the way in which it renders reality. Through
this exploration, I began to understand that my imagination
works in conjunction with a photograph just as it does with a
polyhedral net: moving from an abstracted description of an
object to a discreet reality. This is absolutely the case when it
comes to how we ‘know’ the unseen reaches of outer-space –
our imagination works with images.

17 JUNE – 4 JULY 2015

COLLEEN BOYLE

Artists Talks and Public Programs

Portion of the Surface Never Seen uses the language
of geometry and sculpture to contemplate the
relationship of photography to the world we see
and the world we don’t. Cast shadows and reflected
light, illusion and reality clash in order to explore
the connection between the unseen spaces of our
imaginations and the equally allusive space of the
photograph. Does the photograph reveal or conceal
as it converts our four-dimensional world to a
two-dimensional image?

The Melencolia Project (Detail), 2015
Printed aluminium composite board and
stainless steel hinging. Dimensions variable.

Although mankind may have walked on the Moon, for the
majority of us our nearest natural satellite remains an alien
neighbour and distant friend. Prior to the Apollo 11 Moon
landings in 1969, NASA sought to study the lunar surface
by sending unmanned probes to take photographs that
were then transmitted back to Earth, line by scanned line.
My personal knowledge of the Moon has been developed
over many years of exposure to both the Moon itself and
its diverse representations. Each new image I encounter
adds to my internal view of the Moon, enriching it with yet
another layer of information inherently different from, but
complimentary to, what was already established. My mind
takes representations, in this case NASA’s photographs,
and connects them to make a new, complex idea. Each time
I look up at the Moon, I connect with this complex idea,
or schema, and I do so via my imagination.

In 1507, Dürer purchased a copy of the works of Euclid, the
mathematician of Greek antiquity who devised the postulates
that defined the nature of geometry for centuries. Geometry
is space in the abstract, a system of describing the world
that became extremely useful once linked to mathematics.
Dürer’s interest in geometry encompassed the construction
of polyhedral ‘nets’, which are the two-dimensional
diagrammatic form of a three-dimensional geometric solid. In
his own publication on geometry, Four Books on Measurement
(1525), Dürer illustrated the planar forms of various Platonic
and Archimedean solids. However, he had made earlier
explorations of such solids in his artistic work, one prevalent
example being the enduringly intriguing form in the engraving
Melancholia (or, as he spells it: Melencolia) of 1514.
Even today, mathematicians and geometers cannot quite
work out the details of ‘Dürer’s Solid’, as it is now known, but
believe it to be some kind of truncated rhombohedron. The
fact that the details of this form remain obscure indicate that
this is a solid of Dürer’s imagination and not one that can be
readily identified in reality. Like Dürer, my imagination became

Unless I use my imagination, my visual perception is
restricted: by space, time and physics. For example, even my
domestic digital camera, as it ‘looks’ at the Moon, can only
give me a blob in the sky, but if I use my imagination I can
construct a hybrid Moon: bringing together its visible and
invisible features, its reality and fiction. I use my imagination
to fill in the blind spots, the gaps in representation and
experience. In accordance with Hume’s postulates on the
imagination, as the viewer experiences The Melencolia
Project and attempts to relate to the presented lunar images
and geometric form, the name ‘Moon’ is being applied
to a group of individual ideas “that are different in many
respects from that idea which is immediately present to the
mind”. What is present to the mind, via immediate sense
impression, is an assemblage of images and form, but in the
imagination they relate, as a whole, back to that schema of
the Moon which I already hold and which is perpetually built
upon. In this way, the only place in which we see the ‘real’
Moon is in that unseen and yet indispensible portion of our
minds: our imaginations.

The Melencolia Project, 2015
Printed aluminium composite board and
stainless steel hinging. Dimensions variable.

An RMIT Link Arts and
Culture supported project.

COLLEEN BOYLE 2015
Colleen Boyle is a Melbourne-based artist and writer. Her current
research interests include: theories of perception and representation,
history and theory of photography, space exploration and space
imaging, and philosophical interpretations of imagination.
www.colleenlboyle.com

Level 7, Room 14, Nicholas Building, 37 Swanston St, Melbourne VIC 3000
EXHIBITION HOURS Tuesday to Saturday, 12pm – 6pm
T (+61 3) 9650 0093 | E info@blindside.org.au | www.blindside.org.au

BLINDSIDE is a not– for– profit artist run space. We gratefully acknowledge the support of the City of Melbourne.

art practice.

How does BLINDSIDE promote exhibitions?
INVITATIONS:

WEBSITE:

redesigned and we are working to expand its content to
include new formats and material like artist interviews.
Images and catalogue materials are viewable online as are
public programs and artist talks.
FREE LISTINGS:

and online.
PAID ADVERTISING:

as

and Un Magazine is considered

ARTIST NETWORKS:

brings a new audience.

COLLEEN BOYLE |
IN THE MEANTIME |

|
, 2014 |

featuring a custom designed deck of oversized playing cards
BLINDSIDE.org.au

ABOUT BLINDSIDE

ARTIST RUN INTIATIVES IN MELBOURNE
Allan’s Walk Artist Run
Space Inc (Bendigo)

Rubicon ARI
rubiconari.com.au

BLINDSIDE
BLINDSIDE.org.au

Seventh Gallery (Fitzroy)

Bus Projects
69 Smith Street (Fitzroy)
C3 Contemporary Art Space
c3artspace.com.au
Caves Gallery (Melbourne)
caves-gallery.com
PERFORMPRINT (Michael Meneghetti and Joel Gailer) |
Beauty and Irrelevance, 2014 |

new is born. Deeply engaged in contemporary art practices

creating new dialogues.

running of BLINDSIDE.

Chapterhouse Lane
(Melbourne)

TCB art inc. (Melbourne)
tcbartinc.org.au
Trocadero Art Space
(Footscray)
trocaderoartspace.com.au
TwentyByThirty (Melbourne)
facebook.com/pages/

Dudspace (Melbourne)
dudspace.com
Kings ARI (Melbourne)
kingsartistrun.com.au

West Space (Melbourne)
westspace.org.au

Mailbox Artspace (Melbourne)
mailboxartspace.com.au

window99 (Fitzroy)
window99brunswick street.
blogspot.com.au

Off the Kerb

Zeppelin Projects (Brunswick)

No Vacancy (Melbourne)
no-vacancy.com.au
Platform Artists Group
platformartistsgroup.
blogspot.com

EDUCATION ENQUIRIES & BOOKINGS
our Board of Directors.

BLINDSIDE.org.au/about-us/board

T (+61 3) 9650 0093 | E info@BLINDSIDE.org.au

EXHIBITION HOURS
T (+61 3) 9650 0093 | E info@BLINDSIDE.org.au | BLINDSIDE.org.au

BLINDSIDE is a not for

